Calender 2019/Retreats with Martin
“The past is over, the future is a mistery, dive into this exciting, new life!”

30.10.-3.11.2019 Cologne/Germany

New and wondrous!
nLight Retreat: ‘Relax, find clarity, have fun and free your inner
strength!’
~ The Power of Presence and Intenion – With Martin Brune (and Marco!)
Leonardo Royal at the Stadtwald / Cologne
Whether as a teacher, hairdresser, parent, therapist, engineer, personnel, masseuse,
healer, doctor, coach, musician, artist, DJ, flight attendant, pilot, project manager,
agency boss or in a company: This course is for everyone, for those who want to be
more awake, more relaxed and have more energy in their everyday life, in private as
well as professional.
nLight. For people and companies. The development of this seminar has taken 15 years.
Here the essence of all teaching is consolidated.
How can human relationships be improved?
How can you listen better?
Why do we often feel exhausted?
How can we establish a border between our inner-selves?
How can you remain resourceful?
How can you overcome tiredness?
How can you sleep better?
What do I really want in life?
What fulfils me, makes my heart beat faster?
How do I implement this?
How do I stay young?
How can your body stay young?
How can I distress my everyday life by 100%?
“True beauty comes from within,” that is how we could describe some of the results of
this new “nLight” seminar. For when the body is relaxed from the inside, it shows on
the outside! Seminar terms are sometimes clearer in English: “Light/enlightenment”
comes from light, from brightness, source and when you have learnt to reactivate these
within your body then you open up a true gate to inner happiness. This seminar is a
unique journey, a true adventure into your inner world; let yourself be cleansed.

The resolution through nLight naturally has very positive and lightening effects on
the body, our appearance, our relationships, the ability to distance oneself, inner
happiness, our happiness with life, the words that we choose in communication and for
all things with the people that we are “attracted” to. It is a wonderful energy
process that awaits you.
The video (in German it will be translated in English soon)

Motivation: All conditions of people are always mirrored in the body as feelings or
emotions. There the participants learn through Martin’s guidance with the new nLight
seminar in (work) everyday life/love/ and family life to be happier and more balanced.
Words cannot describe nLight, it is simply new and an experience, a firework of
experience and relationship (above all with yourself)!
Through many exercises and short lectures you will be connected, with what one might
call source, a kind of fountain of youth. Once connected with the now and the presence
of life, life develops as if by itself and: the body, the face, the hands, the eyes,
the attitude and the skin relax and change. It is a great journey to our source, which
is hidden deep within us.
Who is this course interesting for? For all participants, who have a lot to do with
people, both professionally and in private.
‘In the presence of the now lies the heart, in the heart lies the enthusiasm, in
enthusiasm lies the power.’
I invite all of you!
Date: 30.10.2019 – 3.11.2019
Price: € 1285,- (inkl. food during the day)
The accomodation is not included. You need to reserve the hotel room with breakfeast
before or book other types of accomodation for your own.
Booking:
Please send an Email: institut@vesseling.de
The Place:
The hotel where the seminar takes place is the “Leonardo Hotel Cologne am Stadtwald”.
It is a hotel with a fantastic view of a lake with a huge park. For those who want to
stay in the hotel, we recommend early booking of the room. The overnight stay
including breakfast from Wednesday to Sunday is NOT included in the price. We reserved
a room contingent in the hotel. Ask there directly. Often, however, the hotel search
engines (Trivago, Expdia, Check24, etc.) the prices for overnight stay even cheaper.
Leonardo Royal Hotel Köln am Stadtwald
Dürener Straße 287

50935 Köln
T: +49 221 4676 0
F: +49 221 4676 820
info.koelnstadtwald@leonardo-hotels.com
Check In:
Wednesday, 1 p.m.

(Check – In).

The seminar begins: 2 p.m.
End: 2 p.m.
What to bring?
Only you.
schriftlich mit allen nötigen Angaben per Post an die Institutsadresse stellen. Die
Bearbeitung kann ein wenig dauern.

The Seminars & Consultations
Seminars. Your introduction to the power of presence!
With the power of presence start as a new person in a new future.
‘Once you feel what you really want from the bottom of your heart, then life has
nothing else to do than to assist you to success.’
The introduction: You can choose between two different seminars:
The power of presence (nLight) Seminar(s) with Martin Brune:
With the power of presence find the true source of success, creation and beauty.
The course description can be found here.
Cost: €1150 – plus half day flat rate plus Hotel/Overnight costs
Or:
The Classic: Basic-/Visionary-/Visions- Compact course (newly revised!) with Martin
Brune
With the power of presence let go of the past and find visions.
The course description can be found here.
Cost: €1150 – plus half day flat rate plus Hotel/Overnight costs
You can also take part in course seminars or consulting:
Exclusive highly detailed success/solution consulting with Martin Brune and

assistants.

‘In the presence of the now lies your heart, in the heart lies the
enthusiasm, in the enthusiasm lies the power, let the past go, become
present. That’s what we teach.’

Or you can visit the half day/entire day seminars: Vesseling Change / as well
Livestreaming
The course description can be found here.

Email:

Send!

nLight – the power of presence
nLight. The new seminar with Martin Brune
Whether as a teacher, hairdresser, parent, therapist, engineer,
personnel, masseuse, healer, doctor, coach, musician, artist, DJ,
flight attendant, pilot, project manager, agency boss or in a
company: This course is for everyone, for those who want to be
more awake, more relaxed and have more energy in their everyday
life, in private as well as professional.
nLight. For people and companies. The development of this seminar

has taken 15 years. Here the essence of all teaching is
consolidated.
How can human relationships be improved?
How can you listen better?
Why do we often feel exhausted?
How can we establish a border between our inner-selves?
How can you remain resourceful?
How can you overcome tiredness?
How can you sleep better?
What do I really want in life?
What fulfils me, makes my heart beat faster?
How do I implement this?
How do I stay young?
How can your body stay young?
How can I distress my everyday life by 100%?
“True beauty comes from within,” that is how we could describe
some of the results of this new “nLight” seminar. For when the
body is relaxed from the inside, it shows on the outside! Seminar
terms are sometimes clearer in English: “Light/enlightenment”
comes from light, from brightness, source and when you have learnt
to reactivate these within your body then you open up a true gate
to inner happiness. This seminar is a unique journey, a true
adventure into your inner world; let yourself be cleansed.
The resolution through nLight naturally has very positive and
lightening effects on the body, our appearance, our relationships,
the ability to distance oneself, inner happiness, our happiness
with life, the words that we choose in communication and for all
things with the people that we are “attracted” to. It is a
wonderful energy process that awaits you.
Motivation: All conditions of people are always mirrored in the
body as feelings or emotions. There the participants learn through
Martin’s guidance with the new nLight seminar in (work) everyday
life/love/ and family life to be happier and more balanced. Words
cannot describe nLight, it is simply new and an experience, a
firework of experience and relationship (above all with yourself)!

Through many exercises and short lectures you will be connected,
with what one might call source, a kind of fountain of youth. Once
connected with the now and the presence of life, life develops as
if by itself and: the body, the face, the hands, the eyes, the
attitude and the skin relax and change. It is a great journey to
our source, which is hidden deep within us.
Who is this course interesting for? For all participants, who have
a lot to do with people, both professionally and in private.
‘In the presence of the now lies the heart, in the heart lies the
enthusiasm, in enthusiasm lies the power.’
I invite all of you!

Email:

Send!

Exclusive consulting with
Martin Brune & Team
Costs (see below) Please reserve in time.
The new big exclusive consulting from Martin Brune

“A life in power, healthy wellbeing in healthy
relationships”
“A consultative meeting of immeasurable value”
4 hours of preparation time, 1.5 hours follow-up

discussion
This form of consultation is designed for people
who have the desire to make decisions and to set
up their life.

Martin Brune’s energetic consulting generates highly
detailed results, which have a clear relation to reality,
namely to your current life/life situation. Here in the
now (professionally, private) starts this type of
consulting. The consultation generates unbelievable
results to concrete problems.
This form of consulting has nothing to do with telling
fortunes, looking into the future, oracles or similar
approaches. The consultation is a very down-to-earth type
of support and provides numerous, concrete facilitation
tips. Those interested profit from yearlong experience in
seminar work with thousands of people and numerous
businesses.
Please read the following preparatory information with
care:
Preparation: The consultation is made up of two parts:
4 hours of preparation: In order to guarantee the most
detailed, helpful and professional consultation; Mr.
Brune will take around 4 hours in the week before the
consultation appointment to prepare.
1.5 hours follow-up discussion
For you to prepare:
1. Company website (if available), private website (if
available), Facebook (if available), 2 current
pictures of your face. With these photos Martin
Brune can read and see a lot.

2. Please write a maximum of 6 consultation (life)
questions. These can be of a professional or private
nature. Prepare these questions well.
3. What currently burdens you? It can be that known
life themes are active (grief, anxiety, pains etc.).
Write these down in a short piece of text.
The Agenda:
1. Start of the preparation time (circa 4 hours): By
sending Mr. Brune the above mentioned information he
can begin to help you 2-5 days in advance from a
distance. The great consultative meeting begins. The
earlier you send the information from points 1-3 the
better.
2. Meeting for the follow-up discussion (circa 1.5
hours, please organise an appointment) (on-site or
on the telephone/skype). In this very deep and
sustainable follow-up meeting Mr.Brune will present
the results personally. You will be surprised by the
ease and practicability of the results. Mr.Brune
will also give you tips, recommendations, ideas and
inspiration that should move you in the direction of
“a life of power and wellbeing” (and more). The
follow-up talk will go through all themes of life
with inspiration and enthusiasm. It is a firework of
ideas, change and the future.
3. Please be aware: it can be that you notice bodily
changes within the preparation time or when you
first see Mr. Brune for the follow-up meeting. That
is completely normal.
Investing in a powerful life:
1. Preparation time: (4 hours at €100)
2. Part: Follow-up meeting: (1.5 hours) €350
Overall price for Parts 1 and 2 / consultation with
Martin Brune: €750, incl. VAT.

One off consultation appointment with an Assistant from
Martin Brune: €350 / lasts around 90 minutes (for
requests institute@vesseling.de)
Follow-up appointment: The clarity is unique! Most people
see this form of consulting as a unique chance. You can
get another consultation, when more complex decisions
need to be made. Please request.
Background to this consultation form:
As previously described, it is about a consultation for
your current life situation.
Deep within us, you can call it “the Gene”; a form of
“energetic truth” is anchored. Martin Brune uses the term
“energetic car.” This car (or soul) will drive in the
direction of the well being of life. This means, that
this car also has answers to questions that “our head”
perhaps never expected. With Vesseling consulting it is
all about asking these questions. It is a fantastic
session full of insights, inspiration and solutions.
The typical questions from clients: (for your
inspiration!)
What is my talent?
How can improve myself professionally?
What is my vocation?
I have the following business/product/project ideas. Is
the implementation realistic?
How do I reach more demand?
Is my partner the right one for me? Are they holding me
back in my development?
How should we live together, so we stay together?
I want to change professionally what is still pending?
I always feel powerless, what can I do?
How do I stay powerful and full of energy?
How do I split myself peacefully?
I live in a very stressful family environment. How can I

live more easily?
How do I clarify mother/father relationships?
Should I start a family?
My life has stagnated. How can I continue?
What steps are important?
Is the location/residence the right one?
Is the company good for me?
How can I do good and earn more money?
Easily available books on the topic:
Vesseling Consulting – the energetic car and the clock of
life
Martin Brune Consulting – Das

energetische Fahrzeug

&

die Uhr des Lebens
German: Download (PDF) hier.
English: Download (PDF) hier.
Spanish: Donwload (PDF) hier.
Reasons: In old traditions and cultures the services of
consultants were retained, when it was about pending
developments, projects or life decisions – whether
personal or professional.
Then the consultants didn’t have the task of solving the
problems of others, rather through their clearsightedness and sensitivity to help “mirror” and be an
inspirational source. The consultant questions were
varied – whether it was professional requests or just
private concerns.
It was possible for these consultants to have a regard
for the people and their environment and to look along
the timeline and give holistic advice about making
decisions about the feasibility of ideas and plans.
Many wrong and hasty decisions and mistakes could have
been avoided.

About me, books and talks
Martin´s Ebook appeared in many Countries:

Martin´s Book in English and Spanish in other
Countries on Amazon: Spain, United
Kingdom, United States (USA), United States
(Spanish) , México, Canada,

Australia, Brazil,

China, France, Japan, Netherlands

Martin´s Book is available as well in
English and Spanish on Itunes:
Deutschland (Germany), Spain, United
Kingdom, United States (USA), México,

Australia, Brazil,

China, France, India, Italiy, Japan, México, Netherlands,
Spain, Turkey

The free books:
Free downloads:
Get prepared for energetic sessions:
“Martin Brune – Vesseling & The power of presence” like a
free download to get prepared for sessions and seminars.
Download here:
Get prepared for consultations:
“The energetic vehicle/vessel and the clock of life” like

a free download to get prepared for sessions and
seminars.
English: Download (PDF) hier.

Buy the book:
Bestselling book in Germany now in English on Amazon &
Co. and many other portals.
“With the power of Now on to happiness. What more do you
want?” Martin Brune.
Amazon: here.

Video talks on Youtube:
About me: What am I, what am I not?
For a start: I am not a guru!
Nevertheless I believe that every person as a type of
‘mission’ on earth:
Mine is these: To help people and to inspire them to
become happier. That is my greatest passion that has
fascinated and excited me for over 15 years.
And: Naturally there is a connection between inner
clarity and outer beauty! Why should it be any different?
How did it development from Vesseling to Presence School?
‘We have now revised the text “about us.” So we can now
send it as a link, what Vesseling is, to all those
interested, those who are ready for a clarification of
the inner fantasies. You can send this link to all
sceptics, big thinkers, grandparents, mothers, fathers,
partners, sceptical friends and colleagues. Perhaps it
will smooth out the picture and become more realistic.’
I worked as Dipl.INg. (TU/Electrical engineering) for
many years, and lost my way in the wrong visions and

ideas, I choose the wrong job, got involved in difficult
professional relationships and reached a serious (near
death) crisis. And that is somewhat of an understatement.
That was more than 16 years ago. I could no longer do my
job as an engineer; I was rigid with illness and lived in
Cologne Volkspark. That was the end of my meteoric
vehicleeer.
Through the help of many, many doctors and psychologists
I got better and began to find out ‘why’ my life almost
came to an end. I got a second chance at life, and my
doctors couldn’t help me anymore, I went searching in the
world of alternative medicine. My search didn’t take me
in a spiritual direction, rather pure survival. It didn’t
matter to me what helped, so long as it helped!
I made a find. I visited many seminar series from South
America to Nepal; however, it wasn’t some great healer or
Indian who healed me. It was the long slow, fantastic
process

of

learning

and

practicing

meditation:

I

discovered the unbelievable power of (Thoughtless!)
presence in several steps through extreme personal
experience. Put shortly: I got better again and more:
People started coming to me, in order to learn from me. I
couldn’t believe it at first, but through the overcoming
of my past life problems, I had found my true calling: To
inspire people and to find (life) ideas. Hence causing a
series of seminar over the years, to help people with the
power of presence and the courage of vision. The seminars
are made from my experience, as someone who was at rock
bottom and made it out again. I had searched for such a
person but never found them. For this reason I have been
consulted by therapists, doctors and people from all
backgrounds. Many come to my (Thoughtless! Meditations
and Compact) seminars. Taking part in the seminars is a
great chance for them, they recognise the chances.
Meditation? You already know that? That’s what I used to
say, however after overcoming my bodily and psychological

problems I found out that meditation is not deeply
taught.

That

is

what

led

the

development

of

the

Thoughtless! Course.
Thousands of people have gotten to know this presence
work. Umpteen assistants help me to conduct the seminars.
A significant part is in the Thoughtless! Meditation, in
order to get more in to the calm state to discover the
source of our being (nLight). It is then possible to find
your thing in life, as I did. In my book “With the power
of now on to happiness!,” which was a bestseller in 2007.
You can order it here.
Who comes to the courses? Those who see the seminar as a
great chance.
No sick people come to our seminars. Sick people need
medical professional help, as I did. The focus of the
seminar is on improving happiness with life and finding
the life vision! Therefore participants need to have
inner stability. We do not see our energy work in a
therapeutic, medicinal or religious context.

We do not

treat illnesses during the courses.
I see myself as a teacher of presence. The ‘come down’,
the ‘Thoughtless! Meditation’ the ‘relaxation,’ vision
finding are all central points of the courses and
seminars.
People who want to find out how to make progress ‘for
themselves’, find visions and just want to have more fun
in their lives (again) come to our energy schools. That
means that there is a lot of dancing and partying on the
courses.
We do not represent a ‘direction,’ holistic approach and
no manipulative concept of healing. We teach facilitation
of the body’s energy through the power of calm, through
mediation, in order to find ideas and life visions
through this power. You learn the form of the Vesseling

session as a Vesseling practitioner as well as in groups
of meditation.
We make no promises, diagnoses (‘only our approach
works’) and do not create an unrealistic picture from
teacher and assitants (a la magicians). We do not want to
save the world or do missionary work (then the beginning
lies with each person themselves), we do not want any
identification with us, no dependence and no fighting
talk.
Our energy school is a school where you learn the ‘now’
as transforming power.
‘We would like to emphatically point out at this point
that the Vesseling meditations (sessions) and visionmaking, participation in seminars or consultations can or
should in no way replace the visit of a doctor and the
diagnostic activity and treatment. Nor should they stop
taking prescribed medication from doctors.’

More questions? Go here to the FAQ´s.

FAQs
FAQs

6 questions, 6 answers.
1. What do you do during the courses and seminars? What
are the costs involved?
(You can get started with the Thoughtless! nLight course
– the source of life)

In the energy and presence school with the power of now!
you learn to clear energetic blockages of presence (‘the
source’) that are saved in the body. In this way, that is
the way to inner source and calm, that also means a
freeing from limited thinking a seminar centre has arisen
over the years in Germany, Austria, Holland, Spain and
Central America. Esoteric? No way! You will find more
about the development and about me here. A small pdf book
about Vesseling is available here. The book and audiobook
are available here.
The price: The price of multi day/weeklong seminars
ranges from between €950-€1250 incl. half board!, excl.
hotel/overnight costs. Please refer to the calendar of
the necessary course description for the overall costs.
1. Which are the introductory seminars and workshops?
There are three possibilities to enter a relaxed and
happy life:
You take part in lectures, half or whole day
seminars or:
Multiday seminars:
If you are interested in an energy process and want
to learn to give deep sessions, then we recommend
the

Basic/Seer/Visions

Compact

Course

as

an

introduction. With this introduction it is possible
to become a Vesseling Practitioner.
If you just want to take the journey to your inner
source in the immense power of the presence, then we
recommend that you take part in the Thoughtless!
nLight – the sources of your life Seminars. This
course is ideal for those that work or are involved
a lot with people (professionally or privately). In
this course you do not need to give sessions to
other people. You can learn the wonderful process of
presence just for yourself and use it in everyday

life.
1. How do you become a Vesseling practitioner?
You become a practitioner automatically, regardless of
whether you are doing the course just for yourself or to
work with people afterwards.
The order of events: 1. Taking part in the course
(Basic/Seer/Visions Compact Course) à2. Taking part in at
least one Thoughtless! nLight and/or another course of
your

choice

Thoughtless!

(related
nLight).

course,
The

tool,

process

or
to

further
your

own

transformation is made up of three courses.

The Vesseling energy courses are highly effective and
transformational. They have been around for over 15 years
and are permanently developed. The demand is therefore
high and because of group size the courses get sold out
quickly. The energy csystem is for all those interested,
whether you choose the way “private, only for yourself”
or want to use it professionally (later as a Vesseling
Practitioner). The energy courses can be a true freeing
course.
1. What and which sessions types can you recommend
after the training, what is actually possible with
Vesseling?
The classical Vesseling session:
Here they determine at the beginning of each session, a
subject that is treated energetically. What is a subject?
That's what you perceive as inhibiting or disturbing in
life from the areas of family, friendship, love,
partnership and your body: The subjects can be as varied
as the people themselves. In principle the Vesseling
Practitioner helps you find the subjects. For many
interested

people

this

Vesseling

session

is

the

introduction to the Vesseling Energy work. The sessions
last approximately 1 hour: 10 mins briefing, 40 mins
session and 10 mins debriefing. For the first time only 3
appointments are arranged.
Vesseling energy journey in groups: This energy journey
is essentially a led meditation in a group. You can also
bring a subject and clear the blockage just for yourself.
You must not take part in the group. The energy journey
is a very different event, where more people with the
same intentions come together. The energy journey is
often accompanied by music.
Vesseling Consulting:
As the session form previously described, this session is
about consulting you on your current life situation.
Background information: Deep in us, you can call it “the
gene”, a form of “energetic truth” is anchored. Martin
Brune uses the word “energetic vehicle.” This vehicle (or
soul) want to drive in the direction of a feel-good life.
That means that this vehicle has answers to questions
that “our head” never expected. Vesseling Consulting
deals with exactly that: You can ask 5 questions and
answers can be found for your extremely personal energy
vehicle through a Vesseling Practitioner. It is a
fantastic session, full of insight, inspiration and
solutions.
Vesseling Thoughtless! nLight (Introduction and Multiday
seminars)
There are two ways to clear the energy field. The first
way is through the valuable support from outside, in the
form of the above mentioned sessions, through a Vesseling
Practitioner to get rid of blockages. Another way is by
learning and practicing with Thoughtless! nLight.
“True beauty really does come from within”. It is a
fantastic way to learn nLight. When the body is relaxed

from within, then it shows in the eyes! In the English
language the seminar terms sometimes sound clearer:
“light/enlightenment” comes from light, von brightness
and when you learn to activate these again in your body,
then a true gate of inner happiness and expanse is
opened: You learn from the inside out to naturally limit
yourself, without fighting talk or though! This seminar
is a unique journey, a true adventure into the world of
inner happiness.
The lack of separation against our outer world with its
multiple relationships and requirements, is the main
reason for discomfort!
The solution through nLight has a very positive and
enlightening effect on the body, our appearance, our
relationships, the inner happiness, our life luck, the
words that we choose to communicate with and for all
things on the people that we are attracted to. It is a
wonderful energy process that awaits participants.
1. Who takes part in the courses?
People like you and me! They are people who have a high
interest in their own life development and want live more
easily. Men and women from all backgrounds (managers,
therapists, doctors, artists, young people, old people).
The individual’s further development is in the foreground
for

all

participants.

The

energy

school

offers

participants a course system, in order to achieve inner
clarity.
All courses (Basic, Seer, Vision Compact and Master
courses) are all communication seminars, in which the
participants

learn

clear,

liberating,

peaceful

communication (mediation). The life vision is the most
interesting subject of our time. In the vision courses
(after Basic and Seer course) we are the builders of our
lives and set ourselves apart with the manifestation of
our visions and dreams. We become creators of our lives.

1. What can the course achieve?
More zest for life, easiness, quality of life, become
more present, get to know nice people and above all else
have fun!
Few courses! With us you do not need to take part in a
complex and lengthy course programme. We have carefully
ensured that that core process is focussed on a few
courses.
The current Zeitgeist and the motivation for the
seminars:
To rest, relax, unwind, let go of the past, find visions
that is how you could describe the Vesseling energy work.
Then what is on the inside eventually shows on the
outside – through mental or bodily conditions. True
beauty actually comes from within. The enormous natural
power of the now! helps us by the steady adoption of our
life or life situation. During the course the study of
the power of the now!, calm is a central point.
We are sure that with our experience and our knowledge,
people and business we can support you to go more down
the way of power and happiness. Sharing and placid
communication is taught in all courses and seminars.
Therefore Vesseling is energetically holistic!
I have assisted people for over 14 years with the
greatest enthusiasm!
Yours,

Martin Brune

English
Welcome!
Most people do not live their life’s dream. We have a
safe job, but actually we’ve always wanted to be a
musician, writer, gardener or artist, or simply to work
with other people. We have a partner, the relationship
with whom works reasonably well but only to some extent,
or we live alone whilst not really wanting to.
The only way to reach the goal of personal development is
to show people the personal path that makes it possible
to find one’s own strength. Heightened confidence raises
the quality of life! The degree of satisfaction is
directly dependent on the level of inner-ease in your
body. The body is like a vessel of energy. Have you
released heavy energies from your body today?

„Have you vesseled today?“
The release of inner barriers is a fundamental component
of our energy work because our ideal way of living is
often blocked by these very barriers. Through these
changes, a door opens into a world that has always been
there, surrounding us at all times.
The techniques we teach in the energy courses are the
direction signs to this “Offload thoughts!” door – the
entrance to the incredible natural energy that the Now
provides us with, for the path of nature is the path of
growth.
Let go of the past. Enter the Now. Find your visions and
live your talents.
Everyone is welcome! – Yours, Martin Brune
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